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Quality Watch

Winter pressures: what’s going on behind the scenes? (Feb. 2016)

NHS England

National NHS campaign urges people to stay well this winter

Winter Daily Situation Reports

NHS Providers


Delivering care in every setting (includes link to full results of survey)

Planning for winter pressure in A&E departments

Loss of out-of-hospital capacity undermining NHS care for local patients

Parliament UK

NHS Winter Pressures 2016/17 - Weekly Update

A&E winter planning inquiry launched (July 2016 – the resulting report is available here)

HSMC Library

A&E admissions (Snappy Search, Nov. 2016)

Delayed care transfers (Snappy Search, April 2016)

NHS Evidence

Winter pressures: a guide for council scrutiny

Harnessing social action to support older people: evaluating the Reducing Winter Pressures Fund

Harnessing social action to support older people

Building Capacity: realising the potential of community pharmacy assets for improving the public’s health

Underfunded, underdoctored, overstretched : the NHS in 2016

Preventing excess winter deaths and illness associated with cold homes - quality standard (QS117)

HMIC


Public Health 2016; 137 13-19 (August 2016)

The experience of potentially vulnerable people during cold weather : implications for policy and practice.

Jones, Lorelei. Mays, Nicholas

Public Health 2016; 137 20-25 (August 2016)
National Assembly Wales

More resilient NHS needed to cope with winter pressures in Wales – says National Assembly committee (Dec. 2016 – the full committee report is available here)

Nuffield Trust

Black alert? Or many shades of OPEL

The Winter Insight: beds pressures (the relating briefing paper is available here)

Pressure on NHS beds could risk patient safety, Nuffield Trust warns

Understanding patient flow in hospitals

Lessons from last year’s A&E winter crisis (Dec. 2015)

Health Foundation

The challenge and potential of whole system flow (Dec. 2016)

Health Foundation comments on growing numbers of patients experiencing delays in hospital (Dec. 2016)

Improving whole system flow? The prize is too important to ignore (Dec. 2016)

How to help health care flow around winter pressures (Feb. 2015)

The King’s Fund

How hospital activity and funding in England have changed over time

Demand and activity in the NHS: still rising

Can the NHS and social care be expected to withstand financial pressures as police and defence services have in the past?

A winter of discontent for the NHS?

BMA

Beating the effects of winter pressures (Nov. 2016)


National Health Executive

Patients increasingly ‘diverted’ as A&Es struggle to cope this winter (Jan. 2017)

Taskforce to support ‘high risk’ trusts failing to cope with winter pressures (Dec. 2016)

MPs call for new measures to relieve ‘unprecedented’ A&E pressures over winter (Nov. 2016)

NHS trusts urged to use private care to beat winter crisis (Nov. 2016)

Missed targets in calmer month indicate ‘impossible task’ facing NHS (Oct. 2016)

Tiny number of patients have huge effect on bed capacity and winter pressures (Dec. 2015)

Blogs and other news

‘The worst conditions in memory’: NHS doctors describe a week in A&E (Guardian, Jan. 2017)

Exclusive: Ministers ‘in talks’ over new funding to halt long term A&E crisis (HSJ, Jan. 2017)

230 patients wait over 12 hours in A&E amid beds dispute (HSJ, Jan. 2017)

Theresa May urged to get a grip on NHS as winter crisis spirals (Guardian, Jan. 2017)

London NHS winter meltdown as 6,000 patients a week left in ambulances outside A&E (Evening Standard, Jan. 2017)

Soaring primary care demand key factor in NHS winter pressure (GP, Dec. 2016)

Making a drama out of a crisis: the cancellation of elective operations (HSJ, Dec. 2016)
Royal College of Emergency Medicine

Emergency Care is in crisis (Jan. 2017)

Winter Beds Pressures report welcomed by College

Four hour performance down to 78.69% in College Winter Flow Project (the project website is available here)

Emergency Department performance already worse than last winter (Dec. 2016)

RCEM report finds Emergency Departments already under increased winter pressure (Nov. 2016)

Royal College of General Practitioners

General practice running on 'professionalism and goodwill' to cope with winter pressures, says RCGP (Dec. 2016)

NHS winter pressures: Plans across Wales (BBC, Nov. 2016)

Wales is better prepared for NHS 'winter pressures' than it was last year, says health secretary (Wales Online, Nov. 2016)

NHS winter pressures are becoming an all year reality, warn experts (BMJ, Sept. 2016)

Winter pressures: A detailed look at how the NHS is coping (BBC, Jan. 2016)
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